SENTRY Natural Defense®
Natural Flea Shampoo for Dogs & Puppies

READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE EACH USE.

IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THE SAFETY OF THE PRODUCTS SHOWN IN THIS AD, HERE’S SOME ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

SENTRY Natural Defense® Natural Flea Shampoo for Dogs & Puppies has been proven effective at killing adult ticks using natural ingredients, providing a fresh citrus fragrance while at the same time killing uninfected fleas.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Read entire label before each use and use only in accordance with label instructions. For use on dogs and puppies. Do not use on puppies under the age of 12 weeks. Remove ticks carefully. Pour product into the cup of your hand. Shaking the head and working back, work up a lather with this quick wetting formula. Be sure the head is protected from flies. Dogs should be left alone for five minutes. Rinse completely and let dry. It should not be necessary to repeat the shampoo application unless the animal is excessively infested.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HARMFUL TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION • KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

TO HUMANS: Avoid contact with eyes. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, smoking or using the toilet.

TO DOMESTIC ANIMALS: Do not apply product directly to eyes, mouth or an anal area.

FIRST AID
IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.

IF ON SKIN: Wash area with soap and water. If irritation continues, consult a veterinarian immediately.

IF INHALED: Remove victim to fresh air.

NOTICE: Off-Label Use: This product is not intended for use on animals other than those labeled.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store in original container in a cool, dry area accessible only to children and pets.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. If empty, Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partially filled, Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Most places around product may allow indoor or outdoor disposal.

SEVENTRY Pet Care Products, Inc. reserves the right to make changes in the product if the product fails to meet today’s standards.


In Emergency, call: 1-800-574-7473.

Distributed by:
SEVENTRY Consumer Products, Inc.
PO Box 851
Omaha, NE 68103-0851

See back panel for additional precautionary statements.

Net Contents: 7 fl oz (200 mL)